Abstract Sea ice topography significantly impacts turbulent energy/momentum exchange, e.g., atmospheric (wind) drag, over Arctic sea ice. Unfortunately, observational estimates of this contribution to atmospheric drag variability are spatially and temporally limited. Here we present new estimates of the neutral atmospheric form drag coefficient over Arctic sea ice in early spring, using high-resolution Airborne Topographic Mapper elevation data from NASA's Operation IceBridge mission. We utilize a new three-dimensional ice topography data set and combine this with an existing parameterization scheme linking surface feature height and spacing to form drag. To be consistent with previous studies investigating form drag, we compare these results with those produced using a new linear profiling topography data set. The form drag coefficient from surface feature variability shows lower values (<0.5-1 ×10 −3 ) in the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas, compared with higher values (>0.5-1 ×10 −3 ) in the more deformed ice regimes of the Central Arctic (north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago), which increase with coastline proximity. The results show moderate interannual variability, including a strong increase in the form drag coefficient from 2013 to 2014/2015 north of the Canadian Archipelago. The form drag coefficient estimates are extrapolated across the Arctic with Advanced Scatterometer satellite radar backscatter data, further highlighting the regional/interannual drag coefficient variability. Finally, we combine the results with existing parameterizations of form drag from floe edges (a function of ice concentration) and skin drag to produce, to our knowledge, the first pan-Arctic estimates of the total neutral atmospheric drag coefficient (in early spring) from 2009 to 2015.
Introduction
Sea ice is a heterogeneous medium that evolves through a combination of thermodynamic and dynamic processes. The sea ice morphology modulates the turbulent fluxes of momentum (drag) and sensible/latent heat over and under the ice surface [e.g., Arya, 1973] . The atmosphere-ice (wind) drag is the dominant component of the sea ice momentum balance on seasonal time scales and thus controls how sea ice drifts under the influence of wind forcing [e.g., Hibler III, 1979; Thorndike and Colony, 1982; Steele et al., 1997] .
The atmosphere-ice drag is parameterized in most climate models using a simple quadratic boundary law
where U a is the near-surface wind velocity (which is assumed to be much larger than the ice velocity) and C da is a bulk atmospheric drag coefficient [e.g., Brown, 1980] . Note that the atmospheric drag coefficient is often calculated at a reference height of 10 m to match the lowest (near-surface) height level used in climate models. The atmospheric drag coefficient is strongly modified by the impact of the atmospheric boundary layer stability [Birnbaum and Lupkes, 2002] and is strongly enhanced (reduced) in an unstable (stable) boundary layer where strong (weak) turbulent mixing is present. A constant value of the atmospheric drag coefficient assuming a neutral boundary layer, C Neutral atmospheric drag coefficients over sea ice show a variability of roughly half an order of magnitude, based on the analysis of data collected over Arctic (and Antarctic) sea ice over the last several decades [e.g., Overland, 1985; Guest and Davidson, 1991; Lüpkes and Birnbaum, 2005; Andreas et al., 2010; Lüpkes et al., 2012; Andreas et al., 2012; Castellani et al., 2014] . As first discussed by Arya [1973 Arya [ , 1975 , the total neutral atmospheric drag coefficient can be decomposed into a contribution from frictional skin drag (due to microscale roughness elements) and form drag that acts on discrete surface obstacles, such as pressure ridges and the edges of ice floes and melt pond, as
where C n da,s is the neutral atmospheric skin drag coefficient and C n da,f is the neutral atmospheric form drag coefficient. C n da,s is often assumed to be constant (although it is thought to be reduced due to a sheltering effect within deformed ice regimes), meaning the variability of C n da is thought to be driven primarily by variability in C n da,f .
Observational estimates of the atmospheric drag coefficient have been based on data collected predominantly within the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ) [e.g., Andreas et al., 2010; Elvidge et al., 2016, and references therein] . In the Fram Strait MIZ, the impact on C n da,f from pressure ridges was shown to be small [Mai et al., 1996] and is instead thought to be driven by variability in ice concentration and the resultant variability in exposed floe edges. In the Central Arctic ice pack, where ice deformation results in a higher density of pressure ridges, the impact on C n da,f is thought to be more significant [e.g., Arya, 1973; Garbrecht et al., 2002; Leonardi et al., 2003] . The impact of surface feature variability (e.g., pressure ridges) on C n da,f has generally been overlooked in observational studies, however, as regions where it is most important (within the consolidated ice pack of the Central Arctic) are the least accessible parts of the Arctic. A recent study by Castellani et al. [2014] (referred to herein as C2014) combined a series of laser altimetry profiling campaigns, which spanned several decades, to estimate the variability in C n da,f from ice topography variability over several different regions across the Arctic. They demonstrated a near doubling of C n da over the more deformed ice north of Greenland (C n da ≈ 2.6 ×10 −3 in the Lincoln Sea) compared to the less deformed ice of the peripheral Arctic seas (e.g., C n da ≈ 1.6 × 10 −3 in the Beaufort Sea).
A general parameterization of form drag was proposed by Lüpkes et al. [2012] and implemented in the sea ice model CICE by Tsamados et al. [2014] (referred to herein as T2014) where the term C n da,f was decomposed into its ridge, floe edge, and melt pond edge components as 
T2014 found that C n da,f varied seasonally by a factor of 2 and regionally (across the Arctic) by a factor of 4. C n da,fr dominated the total form drag in winter, while C da,ff dominated in summer. In a follow-up study, Tsamados et al. [2015] showed that including the new form drag scheme in CICE caused a significant (∼1 m) decrease in ice thickness within the heavily ridged ice north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago due to the increased momentum and heat transfer coefficients and thus increase in surface/basal melt. Martin et al. [2016] recently used this new form drag scheme in CICE to explore the role of variable form drag on the integrated Arctic momentum transfer (due to variability in turbulent fluxes and ice strength) and found that accounting for form drag had the potential to reverse the trend of Arctic basin integrated momentum transfer. Several of the parameters introduced in the T2014 form drag parameterization scheme are unconstrained, however, and a degree of uncertainty remains as to the accuracy of the simulated variability in form drag (see supporting information in T2014). In a coupled global ice-ocean model study by Zhang and Rothrock [2003] , the simulated sea ice drift, and resultant sea ice state, depends strongly on the chosen drag coefficient, and much stronger agreement with observations was possible with an optimized drag coefficient (prescribed using a simple relationship with ice type, as proposed by Overland [1985] ). Constraining the drag coefficient used in Global Climate Models, especially considering the recent advances in variable drag parameterization schemes, offers the potential to improve our understanding of atmosphere-ice-ocean interactions in the polar regions. Unfortunately, consistent, basin-scale observations of the atmospheric (and oceanic) form drag coefficient over (under) sea ice are currently unavailable.
In the recent study of Petty et al. [2016] investigate the interannual/regional variability in ice topography over the western Arctic sea ice pack in spring, [2009] [2010] [2011] [2012] [2013] [2014] . In this study we seek to extend the study of P2016 by estimating the contribution of ice topography variability on the neutral atmospheric form drag coefficient from surface feature (e.g., pressure ridge) variability, C n da,fr , over western Arctic sea ice. The data offer an improvement over previous data sets used to investigate ice topography and form drag, e.g., by C2014, due to the combination of high spatial coverage and the use of a conical laser scanner, which provides profiling of the ice surface in three dimensions (the data have a swath width of ∼250 m). The continuous years of data collection, since 2009, also increasingly allow for an assessment of interannual variability. To produce the first pan-Arctic estimate of C n da,fr , we also utilize satellite radar backscatter estimates from the C-band Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT) to extrapolate the OIB C n da,fr estimates across the entire Arctic.
The paper is organized as follows: In section 2 we briefly describe the data used in this study; in section 3 we present the neutral atmospheric form drag formulation, including topography/form drag estimates using linear profiling within the ATM swath; in section 4 we present and discuss our results, with conclusions given in section 5.
Data
NASA's OIB aircraft carries a suite of instruments designed to profile both land and sea ice. In this study, we primarily make use of the recent sea ice topography data set of P2016, produced using ice surface elevation data obtained by the Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM). The ATM is a conically scanning laser altimeter operating at 532 nm and has a swath width of ∼250 m assuming a nominal flight altitude of ∼460 m [Krabill, 2013] . OIB sea ice surveys conducted from Fairbanks, Alaska, provide data over the predominantly first-year ice of the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas, while surveys from Thule, Greenland, sample the thicker/older ice pack of the Central Arctic, north of Greenland, and the Canadian Archipelago. The 2009-2015 OIB spring Arctic sea ice flight lines are shown in Figure 1 . A more detailed description of the ATM and ancillary data sets used to produce the Arctic sea ice topography data sets is given in P2016. ATM flight information for the 2009-2014 spring (March/April) sea ice campaigns are given in Table 1 in P2016. The 2015 spring OIB sea ice data cover the range 19 March to 3 April.
The ice topography data sets in P2016 include "bulk" ice topography data, e.g., the mean area and volume of "high" ice topography (ice with a height above the level ice surface over a given threshold, e.g., 20 cm) within a given 1 km section, and data regarding the individual surface features detected, e.g., the height, size, shape, and position of each surface feature, detected using a novel feature picking algorithm. In this study we use the "individual" surface feature data calculated using an elevation threshold of 20 cm. As noted in P2016, we refer to surface features, not pressure ridges, as snow features (e.g., sastrugi and dunes) may also be present in these data. Note that this is the same elevation threshold as used in the study of C2014, although they also explored the contribution from "bigger" features (detected with an elevation threshold of 80 cm). We choose to focus solely on the 20 cm threshold data in this study.
We also produce new estimates of ice topography using a linear profile along the ATM swath edge, to validate against previous linear profiling measurements, as described in the following section. We thus also utilize the Level 1 (L1B) ATM elevation data [Krabill, 2013] together with geolocation data from the on board Applanix POS/AV precision orientation system [Dominguez, 2010] .
To extrapolate the OIB C n da,fr results across the entire Arctic sea ice cover, we use satellite radar backscatter data from the C-band Advanced Scatterometer (ASCAT). ASCAT currently operates aboard both the MetOp-A and MetOp-B satellites, launched in 2006 and 2012, respectively, by the European Organization for the Exploitation of Meteorological Satellites (EUMETSAT). ASCAT emits pulses in the C-band (5.26 GHz, 5.7 cm wavelength) with vertical copolarization (VV) and measures the returned radar backscatter ( 0 ). It has two sets of three fan-beam antennae, measuring incidence angles between 25 ∘ and 65 ∘ . In this study we use the enhanced resolution (∼4.5 km) Scatterometer Image Reconstruction (SIR) 0 data, obtained from the Scatterometer Climate Record Pathfinder (http://www.scp.byu.edu/data/Ascat/SIR/msfa/Arc.html) which are 2 day averages of 0 , normalized to a 40 ∘ incidence angle [Lindsley and Long, 2016] . For each year, we take the mean of the quasi-daily backscatter data within the dates of the relevant OIB spring sea ice campaign.
While ASCAT, and other scatterometers, primarily measure the backscatter signal of surface waves, radar backscatter has also been used to derive information regarding sea ice type, using information regarding the volume scattering (e.g., brine pockets within the ice) and surface scattering (linked to surface roughness) [e.g., Nghiem et al., 1995; Breivik and Eastwood, 2009; Lindell and Long, 2016] . The EUMETSAT Ocean and Sea Ice Satellite Application Facilities, for example, provide sea ice type estimates using ASCAT data [Aaboe et al., 2015] . At C-band, air pockets in the ice are small relative to its wavelength, and ASCAT is thus less sensitive to volume scattering than lower wavelength scatterometers, e.g., NASA's Ku-band Quick Scatterometer (2.24 cm wavelength) and are more sensitive to surface scattering [e.g., Rivas et al., 2012; Mortin et al., 2014; Lindell and Long, 2016] .
To mask the extrapolated C n da,fr estimates and to briefly explore the form drag coefficient within the Marginal Ice Zone (MIZ), we use the daily NASA Team ice concentration data [Cavalieri et al., 1996] averaged over the relevant OIB sea ice campaign time period. We interpolate these data onto the same 4.5 km ASCAT/SIR grid.
Following P2016, we also utilize a data set quantifying the distance to the nearest coastline (http://oceancolor. gsfc.nasa.gov/DOCS/DistFromCoast/) to assess C n da,fr variability as a function of coastline proximity, and we use the National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC) regional mask of the Arctic Ocean and surrounding regions (http://nsidc.org/data/polar_stereo/tools_masks) to (i) ensure data are over sea ice and (ii) to exclude regions (e.g., the Canadian Archipelago) from some of our analyses.
Methods

Form Drag Parameterization
As discussed in C2014, different parameterizations of form drag exist in the published literature, including those from Garbrecht et al. [2002] , Lüpkes et al. [2012 Lüpkes et al. [ , 2013 , and slight variants therein (including the formulation expressed in T2014). The general principles underlying these different formulations are similar and are based on previous studies exploring the momentum flux induced by single objects by Arya [1973 Arya [ , 1975 and Hanssen-Bauer and Gjessing [1988] , applied to a sea ice surface containing a random ensemble of "ridges" (surface features) with a given mean height and spacing.
Here we use a similar formulation to the one presented in Garbrecht et al. [2002] (and used in C2014), which is thought to be more appropriate for form drag estimates from surface features over a consolidated ice cover and is given as
where c w the coefficient of resistance of a single ridge/feature and is calculated as a function of the surface feature height, h f , following Garbrecht et al. [2002] from surface features) use estimates of the feature height and spacing from linear profiling of the ice surface, whereby individual features are detected using the Rayleigh Criterion. Surface features are separated (and classified as unique features) if the trough between them is smaller than half the height of the highest of the two peaks (see Wadhams and Davy [1986] for more details). In P2016, features were detected across the entire ATM swath (full scan), and the heights are thus thought to more likely represent the peaks of surface features, as opposed to the heights calculated using a random crossing along a feature. It is therefore expected that the feature heights in P2016 will be higher than those found in linear profiling (see Lensu [2003] for more details). To explore the potential differences in C n da,fr from linear profiling and the P2016 full scan topography data sets, we also produce estimates of ice topography (height and spacing) using the elevation data along the edge of the ATM swath, to simulate a linear profile. We extract the ATM data with an azimuthal angle (angle relative to the plane direction) of 85-95 ∘ (roughly the edge of the swath) and interpolate this on to an equally spaced (2 m) along-track grid. All peaks above a minimum (20 cm) elevation are found, with the Rayleigh Criterion used to separate "unique" features, as described above. Note that the P2016 level ice surface detection scheme is used to express the elevation points relative to the local level ice surface. Briefly, the level ice surface is found by calculating the minimum elevation gradient across percentile bins (with a bin width of 20%).
In linear profiling, the feature spacing is simply the distance between adjacent features along the profile. As discussed in P2016, the feature spacing from the full scan topography data can be estimated using estimates of the ridging density
is the length of each feature (N is the total number of features in a section) and S A is the total ice surface area over the given section Arya, 1973] . Assuming a random orientation of features over the given section (10 km), Mock et al. [1972] showed that the mean feature spacing can be calculated as
Note that the factor ∕2 appears in equation (4) based on the same assumption of random feature orientation. The individual feature length, L f , can be estimated assuming an elliptically shaped feature as the length of the major axis, given as
where S f is the surface area of each feature and R = √ C p ∕C s ) is the degree of elongation of a given feature, calculated using the primary, C p , and secondary, C s , eigenvalues of the feature covariance matrix C (see P2016 for more details). Note that an elliptically shaped feature was seen to be the most appropriate/flexible shape to use considering the types of feature segments (ridge links) detected by the P2016 processing. We demonstrate graphically the elliptical feature characterization in the following section.
We calculate the feature orientation from the covariance matrix C and using a chi-square test (not shown) and find that as in Mock et al. [1972] , the feature orientations are not truly random. However, as in Mock et al. [1972] , we continue with this assumption and the equations above for simplicity. This also allows for easier comparisons with linear profiling results, including those presented in this study, that have invoked this assumption in their estimates of form drag.
It is worth noting that most studies, to date, have utilized linear profiling data regarding feature height and spacing to force the form drag parameterization (and variants of ) described above [e.g., Garbrecht et al., 2002; Castellani et al., 2014] . However, the original drag partitioning theory proposed by Arya [1973] assumed two-dimensional ridging density estimates based on the observations of Wittmann and Schule [1966] . It is thus not clear which method is in fact more appropriate, and both likely offer advantages, e.g., feature spacings using linear profiling can arguably be measured more easily/consistently, while the full scan feature spacings based on ridging density may be more representative. We thus present C n da,fr estimates using both methods and hope that future observational estimates (measuring directly the turbulent flux) can help guide the relative merits and accuracy of the two approaches.
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ATMOSPHERIC DRAG OVER ARCTIC SEA ICE Figure 2d we only show the linear profiling results from line 1 for clarity, where all features detected are shown by the blue cross, and the unique features (separated by the Rayleigh Criterion) are shown by the red dots. The mean height of all features (within this section) using the full scan processing is given as "mean h" in Figure 2c . The mean height of all features using the two linear profiles is given by "mean h 1 " (line 1) and "mean h 2 " (line 2) in Figure 2d .
Results and Discussion
Full Scan and Linear Profiling Comparison 4.1.1. Surface Feature Height
We first compare the surface feature height, h f , estimates from the P2016 full scan method and the new linear profiling approach. The difference in methodology is demonstrated in the case study (23 March 2011) shown in Figure 2 (an additional example is provided in Figure S1 ). In this case study, the mean height of all features detected within the ∼1 km section is 1.45 m using the full scan (P2016) method, and 0.56 m using the new linear profiling method. Figure 2 highlights the idea discussed in the previous section that the full scan method is more likely finding the peaks of the surface features detected, with the linear profiling estimates profiling the feature heights more randomly. We briefly assess the impact from profiling the alternate edge of the swath (using data within an azimuthal range of 265-275 ∘ ) and find a higher mean feature height of 0.81 m. Beckers et al. [2015] explore in more detail the difference between scanning and linear profiling and the need to average over several kilometers to achieve convergence in estimates of surface roughness, although it is clear from the following results that the feature height and spacings across the two methods show large differences despite the use of a large averaging window (10 km).
Probability distributions of the raw individual feature heights from both methodologies are given in Figure 3 . As in P2016, we exclude data within the Canadian Archipelago and Fram Strait (using the NSIDC Arctic Ocean mask) from all the probability distributions. The extra data are still included in the maps of C n da,fr presented later. Note that the full scan distributions were also shown in P2016 but have been updated in this study to include the 2015 OIB data. The interannual variability of feature heights across the western Arctic were explored in P2016 so will be not be discussed in detail here. Figure 3 demonstrates that the feature heights calculated using linear profiling have a lower modal height and a less pronounced tail (and thus a lower mean/median) than the full scan results. This is an important difference to consider when comparing the full scan P2016 results with previous, linear profiling studies (e.g., C2014). A higher (lower) probability tail is still observable in 2009 (2013) in both linear and full scan distributions, demonstrating consistency in the interannual variability across the two methods. As discussed in P2016, an ordinary exponential distribution of sail heights was suggested based on previous observations [e.g., Wadhams and Horne, 1980] , so Figure 3 also shows the distributions on a log linear scale. The log linear plots (using both full scan and linear profiling data) show that an exponential feature height distribution is present across both data sets (the data are linearly distributed when plotted on this logarithmic scale). The distributions from both methods are within the range (the gradient of the slope on the log linear scale) of those shown by Tucker et al. [1979] from sail height observations obtained using linear profiling across several Arctic sea ice campaigns in the 1970s. Our results show a stronger consistency in the distributions (but a clear difference between linear and full scan data), likely due to the fact we are profiling a similar, and broad, region of the western Arctic each year.
For the calculation of C n da,fr , we use 10 km average quantities of feature height/spacing, as discussed earlier.
The distributions using these averaged data for only the full scan data are shown in Figure 4 . As in P2016, the distributions are presented for data within the Central Arctic (CA) and Beaufort/Chukchi (BC) regions (the regions are highlighted in Figure 1 ). The statistics of these distributions based on the linear profiling and full scan results in the CA and BC regions, and for all data within the NSIDC Arctic Ocean mask, are summarized in Table 1 . The feature height statistics presented in Table 1 are thus slightly different to the statistics in P2016, as P2016 showed statistics using the raw individual feature height data. The differences in the mean values are small, as expected. The median/mode of the feature height distributions from the 10 km mean quantities are shown in the supporting information ( Table S1 ). Note that we used a constant number of bins (50) within reasonable bounds of each variable when calculating the probability distributions, which resulted in bin widths of 10 cm (h f ), 10 m (D s ), and 0.1 (C n da,fr ). The modal values quoted in Table S1 are thus given at this resolution (the mean and median values use the unbinned 10 km data). Figure 1 ) using the full scan topography data. A bin width of 10 cm, 10 m, and 0.1 is used, respectively. The statistics mean/standard deviation (median/mode) of each distribution are summarized in Table 1 (S1).
Surface Feature Spacing
Two examples of the surface feature spacing, D s , estimates using the full scan methodology are shown in Figure 5 . In the first example, a long ridge feature is detected and separated into several ridge links, each characterized by thin ellipses of roughly equal length (the feature length is taken to be 2 times the length of the semimajor axis of the ellipse). In the second example (same as Figure 2 ) the features are characterized by ellipses of variable lengths and eccentricities (the ratio of eigenvalues of the covariance matrix C, as discussed earlier). In general the ellipses appear to be flexible enough to broadly capture the broad variability in feature shapes and thus feature spacing, detected by the full scan approach.
The raw linear profiling data offer the potential to explore the distribution of ridges/features discussed in previous studies [e.g., Wadhams and Davy, 1986; Martin, 2007] . These studies both found that while sail/surface feature height distributions follow an exponential distribution (confirmed in this study and P2016), the sail spacings, or keel spacings in Wadhams and Davy [1986] , are best characterized by a lognormal distribution. Note that while the Wadhams and Davy [1986] study was for ridge keel spacings, the results are expected to be broadly similar to sail spacing distributions if one assumes a reasonable level of isostasy (i.e., the peaks of individual sails and keels are broadly contiguous). The individual surface feature spacing distributions from PETTY ET AL.
ATMOSPHERIC DRAG OVER ARCTIC SEA ICE linear profiling are shown in Figure 6 , including the distributions plotted on a log linear scale. We can see qualitatively that the data do not follow an exponential distribution (the distribution is not linear on this log scale), but to test this further, we fit both an exponential and lognormal distribution to the raw spacing data (for all years of data). The strong match between the lognormal fit and the raw data provide further evidence of the presence of a lognormal distribution in pressure ridge/surface feature spacings using linear profiling.
The 10 km averaged surface feature spacing distributions calculated using both the full scan and linear profiling methods are shown in Figure 4 . The mean (median/mode) values of the distributions are summarized in Table 1 (S1). We can see from Figure 4 and Table 1 that the feature spacings using linear profiling are lower than the full scan feature spacings by roughly a factor of 4 (e.g., a mean of 42 m, linear, compared to 179 m, full scan, for all years of data within the Arctic Ocean). As shown in Figure 4 (and Table 1 ), the feature spacing is higher in the BC region compared to the CA region, and the strength of the regional difference appears to be broadly consistent across both methods (e.g., feature spacings roughly twice as large in the BC compared to the CA region in 2013). The pattern of interannual variability is also consistent across methods and shows an inverse pattern to the feature heights (i.e., high feature spacings coincide with low feature heights as expected). Note that maps of the feature spacings using the full scan data are shown in the supporting information ( Figure S2 ), further highlighting the regional difference in feature spacing. Note that the C2014 distributions show a modal feature spacing (using linear profiling) of ∼20 m across most of their study regions. The modal spacings from linear profiling in this study (Table S1 ) are around 35 m (all Arctic data) so higher than the C2014 distributions. It is remarkable to note the interannual consistency in the modal feature spacing (35 m) in the Arctic and CA distributions, with moderate interannual variability observed in the modal BC feature spacing. The variability in the mean feature spacing is thus thought to be driven primarily by variability in the tail of the distribution across both methods. It is also worth noting that while the feature height change from 2014 to 2015 in the CA region was small, the feature spacings show a more significant decrease (142-129 m in the full scan data).
It is unclear why the feature spacing data are so different across the two methods, as the linear profiling estimates are based on a linear approximation of the two-dimensional ridging density estimates Arya, 1973] . As discussed in section 3.1.1, most studies to date have provided feature spacing estimates using linear profiling. However, the original theory of Arya [1975] assumed measurements of the two-dimensional ridging density. The Arya [1973] results for ridging density, converted into feature spacing using equation (5), give spacings of ∼120 m in the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas in the 1960s, within the range of the full scan spacing results shown in our study.
Before we calculate the form drag coefficient, the feature height and spacing data also allow us to estimate a ridging intensity, R i , parameter. The ridging intensity is used in several studies as a proxy for form drag and is also used to classify different ice deformation regimes [e.g., Arya, 1973; Lewis, 1993; Dierking, 1995; Martin, 2007; Tan et al., 2012] . Based on the differences in feature height and spacing in our two methods we see a near doubling of R i across the two methods (0.016, linear profiling and 0.008, full scan) using all years of data within the Arctic Ocean region. Note that a ridging intensity threshold of 0.015 is used in Martin [2007] (based on linear profiling data) to separate less deformed and heavily ridged ice, a value between the mean BC (0.012) and CA (0.019) estimates found in this study. We show the results for all years and regions in the supporting information (Table S2) for those interested in comparing with previous studies but choose to focus on the calculation and comparison of form drag below for simplicity.
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The Neutral Atmospheric Form Drag Coefficient
The neutral atmospheric form drag coefficient from surface features, C n da,fr , was calculated using equation (4) for both full scan and linear profiling estimates of feature height and spacing. The regional distributions using the full scan data are shown in Figure 4 , with the distributions using the linear profiling data shown in the supporting information ( Figure S3 ). The statistics using both methods are summarized in Table 1 As discussed in P2016, however, the 2009 flights in the CA region were biased more toward the coastline, where it is expected that the ice age/thickness and thus deformation is highest (discussed more in the following section).
Note in general how the higher (lower) estimates of feature heights (spacing) in the full scan data broadly compensate each other to produce similar estimates of C n da,fr compared to the linear profiling results. This can be explained by the ratio h f ∕D s in equation (4) and the extra h f term, meaning more weight is given to the smaller differences in feature height over the larger differences in feature spacing across the two methods. This result is demonstrated qualitatively by Figure 8 , which shows maps of the feature height, spacing, and drag coefficient in 2014 using the linear and full scan data. The difference in feature height and spacing is clearly visible across the two methods (bigger differences than the regional variability), but the regional variability of C n da,fr across the two methods is broadly similar. In general our full scan results are lower than the estimates produced using linear profiling by ∼10-20%.
P2016 discussed the increase in feature height within the CA region from 2013 to 2014, which they linked to increases in the convergent driven ice growth estimated in Kwok [2015] . Our results suggest that this also coincided with a decrease in feature spacing (i.e., an increase in the feature density) and thus an increase in C n da,fr . From 2014 to 2015, the full scan results suggest a leveling off in feature heights but a further decrease in feature spacing, resulting in a small additional increase in C n da,fr (0.88 to 0.90 × 10 −3 ). The maps (Figure 7 ) suggest that this increase in C n da,fr is stronger/more prevalent in the western Central Arctic (toward the Beaufort Sea).
It is challenging to compare our linear profiling results directly with C2014, as their spatial coverage is limited and many of their data sets were obtained from campaigns prior to 2009, when the ice age was higher across the Arctic [e.g., Maslanik et al., 2011] . However, their 2011 Central Arctic estimate of ∼1.0×10 −3 appears to be broadly in line with our results. It is also worth noting that C2014 state that their mean drag estimates in the Beaufort Sea based on linear profiling data obtained in 1998, during the Surface Heat and Energy Budget of the Arctic project, compared well with direct turbulent flux measurements over the same site. Note that C2014 quote the total neutral drag coefficient from the addition of the variable form drag and a constant skin drag (which they take to be 0.8 × 10 −3 ) which we subtracted here to enable a more direct comparison. As discussed in C2014, the variable snow cover can also provide a significant impact on drag by sheltering smaller surface roughness features. As the OIB data are collected in early spring, a substantial snow cover will likely be prevalent across most of the regions profiled, and this should be considered when comparing to studies at different times of the year. This is also an issue when comparing estimates taken decades apart, when the Arctic snow cover is thought to have undergone significant change [e.g., Webster et al., 2014] .
For the rest of this study we choose to focus solely on the full scan results for simplicity. As stated in section 3.1.1, the most appropriate method/data to drive the parameterization in equation (4) is still unclear. While we have not attempted to demonstrate that one method is better/more appropriate, due to a lack of comparative data sets and direct measurements of the wind drag over large regions of the Arctic, the full scan data make use of more of the ATM data, better capture the full structure of the surface features, and are expected to be less prone to random sampling errors than the linear profiling results. What we require in future is a validation of these estimates using, for example, direct measurements of the turbulent flux over different sea ice regimes. As turbulent flux measurements integrate both skin and form drag, we require data over a variety of surface types (including flat level ice to assess the contribution from skin drag), with stability effects considered, to help validate the results presented here. Figure 7 highlights the increase in C n da,fr toward the coasts of northern Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago. The topography relationship was explored in P2016 as the convergent, onshore, ice drift in the CA region is thought to contribute significantly to increases in ice deformation/thickness [e.g., Kwok, 2015] and age [e.g., Maslanik et al., 2011] . Figure 9 shows C n da,fr represented by box and whisker plots, separated into coastline proximity bins (100 km wide) for the CA region. We choose to focus on the CA region as only a weak coastal ice topography dependance was found in the BC region in P2016. A map of the coastline proximity is given in the supporting information of P2016. We see that the median C n da,fr within each 100 km bin increases monotonically with coastline proximity, from ∼0.45 ×10 −3 in the 800-900 km proximity bin (toward the North Pole) to ∼1.10 ×10 −3 in the 0-100 km proximity bin (along the CA coastline). The maximum (95th percentile) values in the 0-100 km bin are ∼2.0 ×10 −3 . Note that C2014 found a mean value of 1.8 ×10 −3 within the Lincoln Sea, although these were from data collected in 2004/2005 and the median value is expected to be lower than the mean considering the shape of the distribution.
The Neutral Atmospheric Form Drag Coefficient as a Function of Coastline Proximity
Extrapolating the Neutral Drag Coefficient Estimates With Satellite Radar Backscatter Data
Here we investigate the extrapolation of the OIB C n da,fr estimates using ASCAT satellite radar backscatter data. The ASCAT backscatter data are shown in Figure S4 , and it is again worth noting that these are averages over the relevant spring OIB sea ice campaign time periods. We fit a function of the form C n da,fr = Ae 0 B where B is the ASCAT radar backscatter and A and B are constants found using a least squares regression. Note that we experimented with polynomial fits, but the exponential relationship provided higher correlations in general and minimized the number of coefficients needed to be found. We find the Pearson product moment correlation coefficient (r) between the ASCAT backscatter and the OIB C n da,fr estimates each year using the exponential relationship and constants (A and B) . We also calculate the correlation (r value) between the OIB C n da,fr and ASCAT data using the constants found using all years of data (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) to explore whether a consistent relationship can be used and applied across different time periods. Note that in the regression analysis, the OIB C n da,fr estimates are averaged over 25 km sections, and the ASCAT data are interpolated onto these data using a nearest neighbor interpolation scheme. When producing the ASCAT C n da,fr estimates (using the regression equation shown above), the raw (4.5 km) data are used.
The annual regressions (and the regression using the 2009-2015 data) are shown in Figure 10 . The correlation using all years of data (2009) (2010) (2011) (2012) (2013) (2014) (2015) is strong (r = 0.79), with the highest annual correlation (2011) only slightly higher (r = 0.84). The correlation was weakest for the 2010 regression (r = 0.58). Perhaps surprisingly, the regressions using the constants (A and B) found using all years of data produced correlations of the same strength (given in brackets in Figure 10 ). The high strength of the correlation between the ASCAT backscatter and the OIB C n da,fr estimates gives us confidence in our ability to extrapolate the C n da,fr across the Arctic Ocean.
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ATMOSPHERIC DRAG OVER ARCTIC SEA ICE We believe that the high correlations are due primarily to the high spatial coverage of the OIB data, which have profiled a large range of surface scattering regimes each spring. We expect more localized analyses to be more sensitive to annual changes in volume scattering in the radar backscatter signal (due to changes in the ice age), which is something worth considering in future work.
The extrapolated ASCAT C n da,fr estimates are given in Figure 11 providing, to our knowledge, the first pan-Arctic estimates of the neutral atmospheric form drag coefficient from ice topography variability. We mask the data below on ice concentration threshold of 0.95 using the NASA Team concentration data, as the contribution to form drag from floe edges is thought to become significant below this threshold [e.g., Lüpkes et al., 2012] . This is especially important in the following section when we combine the extrapolated ASCAT estimates with a concentration-based drag parameterization, as we want to avoid double counting of the contribution from floe edges, which could also influence the radar backscatter signal. The results across the eastern Arctic should be considered with caution as no OIB data were obtained within this part of the Arctic. However, the smooth, first-year, ice pack which dominates the eastern Arctic is expected to be broadly similar to the younger ice cover of the BC region. The maps make physical sense in general, with higher C n da,fr in the Central Arctic (as in Figure 7) , mainly along the Canadian Archipelago coastline, as opposed to the northern Greenland (Lincoln Sea) coast. Our annual estimates of the total neutral atmospheric drag over Arctic sea ice in spring, from 2009 to 2015, using equation (7) are given in Figure 12 .
The maps graphically demonstrate the variability in the neutral drag coefficient, , is significant, the arguably overlooked drag contribution from surface feature variability, C n da,fr , may be as significant and should not be overlooked when estimating the total neutral atmospheric drag coefficient over Arctic sea ice. Again, it is worth noting that these drag coefficient estimates are for the early spring time period. In late spring and summer, when the MIZ and melt pond coverage increases, the contribution to form drag from floe and melt pond edges is thought to become more significant [e.g., Lüpkes et al., 2013; Tsamados et al., 2014] .
The interannual variability of C n da,fr and C n da using the ASCAT extrapolated data within the CA, BC, and Arctic Ocean (AO) regions are given in Table 2 . The use of the ASCAT data help avoid the spatial biasing issues present in the annual OIB data sets, which are caused by annual changes in the OIB sea ice campaign flight lines, including the general tendency of the OIB lines to profile closer to the coastline of the CA region. Note that the AO study region broadly neglects the MIZ (see the AO region mask in Figures 11 and 12 ) and thus mainly involves the addition of the skin drag term (C n da,s = 0.8 × 10 −3 ). Table 2 
Summary
In this study we presented new estimates of the neutral atmospheric form drag coefficient over Arctic sea ice due to surface feature variability, C n da, fr
. We utilized surface feature data produced by Petty et al. [2016] from the Airborne Topographic Mapper (ATM) laser altimeter, flown on board NASA's Operation IceBridge (OIB) mission. We combined the surface feature height data with a new metric of feature spacing to produce estimates of C n da, fr using an existing form drag parameterization scheme. To be consistent with previous studies investigating form drag and to help validate the results from this new full scan topography data set, we compared these estimates with those produced using linear profiling (a new OIB topography data set).
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Our estimates of C n da, fr exhibit strong regional variability, including low values (C n da, fr < 0.5-1 ×10 −3 ) over the smoother, first-year ice, of the Beaufort/Chukchi Seas, compared with higher values (C n da, fr > 0.5-1 ×10 −3 ) over the deformed, multiyear ice of the Central Arctic (north of Greenland and the Canadian Archipelago). C n da, fr within the Central Arctic increases monotonically with increasing coastline proximity (shown using box and whisker plots). C n da, fr also exhibits moderate interannual variability, including a strong increase from 2013 to 2015 across the more deformed ice north of the Canadian Archipelago.
We find that the surface feature heights (spacings) are smaller (larger) in the linear profiling method, which broadly compensate to produce similar estimates of C n da, fr (the full scan results are roughly 10-20% lower than the linear profiling estimates). The C n da, fr results are within the range of values demonstrated in previous studies, although our ability to validate these estimates, including the differences between the two topography data sets, are hindered by the lack of coincident form drag estimates/turbulent flux measurements within the consolidated ice pack.
The full scan OIB C n da, fr estimates showed strong correlation with ASCAT radar backscatter data, and we used the regressions to extrapolate our OIB C n da, fr results across the Arctic Ocean (within the consolidated ice pack). The ASCAT/OIB C n da, fr results were combined with existing parameterizations of form drag from floe edges (a function of ice concentration), skin drag over level ice, and the total drag over open water, to produce a pan-Arctic estimate of the total neutral atmospheric drag, C n da in early spring from 2009 to 2015.
In future work we hope to explore the production of ice topography and form drag estimates using the arguably underused Southern Ocean OIB sea ice data. We also hope to use these observational estimates of form drag coefficients to calibrate the Tsamados et al. [2014] form drag scheme in CICE and explore, in detail, the physical impact of the variable atmospheric (and oceanic) form drag coefficient on the sea ice mass balance.
